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Includes new books by:
Neal Asher
Trudi Canavan

AGUIRRE, Ann
Science fiction

PBK

LEGENDS OF SHANNARA 02:
THE MEASURE OF THE MAGIC
$17.95

BLADES OF WINTER

Ian McDonald

ALMASI, G.T.
Nineteen-year-old Alix Nico, a self-described “million-dollar
murder machine,” is a rising star in ExOps, a covert-action
agency that shields the United States from the Soviet Union,
Greater Germany, and the Nationalist Republic of China. When
an impulsive decision explodes in her face, Alix uncovers a
conspiracy that pushes her to her limits and could upset the
global balance of power forever. “Smart, sassy, and seriously
appealing: a stunning debut.” - Jeff Long
Science fiction thriller
PBK
$19.95

Charles Stross

THE HOUSE OF RUMOUR

Jennifer Estep
Jeffrey Ford
Kathleen Ann Goonan

Rob Thurman
Scott Westerfeld
...and many others

All the books in this catalogue are new
books due for release in
August 2012.
Because they are new books, we are
at the whim of the publishers and to
some extent the shipping companies books can sometimes arrive later (or
earlier) than anticipated, or
occasionally be a different retail price
than originally quoted. Because space
is a luxury, we bring in limited
quantities of books. Prices are subject
to change without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out - ASAP!
If a book has sold-out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order
and supply when available.
Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of
books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy to
order anything if we don’t have it on
the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop, you
can post, phone, fax or e-mail your
order. We accept Bankcard,
Mastercard, Visa, AMEX, cheques and
Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage within
Australia is: 1 -2 paperbacks (up to
500 grams), $6.60.
2-10 paperbacks or any trade
paperbacks or hardcovers within
Brisbane is $8.65.
Outside Brisbane metro area (over
500 grams up to 3 kilos), $11.40.
Anything above 3 kilos charged at
Australia Post rates.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron, Iain and Beau
Abbreviations
PBK
TPB
HC

SIRANTHA JAX 06: ENDGAME

used in this catalogue:
= “A” format (standard size) paperback
= “B” & “C” format (oversize) paperback
= Hardcover or cloth binding

ZERO POINT
ASHER, Neal
Earth’s Zero Asset citizens no longer face extermination from
orbit. Thanks to Alan Saul, the Committee’s network of control
is a smoking ruin and its robotic enforcers lie dormant. But
power abhors a vacuum and, scrambling from the wreckage,
comes the ruthless Serene Galahad. The second in the Owner
series, after Departure ($19.99).
Science fiction
TP
$29.99

JUGGERNAUT
BAKER, Adam
Iraq 2005. Seven mercenaries journey deep into the desert in
search of Saddam’s gold. They will soon find themselves
marooned among ancient ruins, caught in a desperate battle for
their lives, confronted by greed, betrayal, and an army that
won’t stay dead.
Zombie
PBK
$22.99

BOOK OF THE ORDER 03: WRAYTH
PBK

$17.95

RAISED BY WOLVES 03: TAKEN BY STORM
BARNES, Jennifer Lynn
YA fantasy

PBK

$16.95

THE CORPSE-RAT KING
BATTERSBY, Lee
Marius and his apprentice, Gerd are professional corpse robbers.
When they stumble upon the fallen King of Scorby on a blood
soaked battlefield they get rather more than they bargained for,
and Marius finds himself mistaken for the monarch after being
rudely transported to the mysterious Kingdom of the Dead.
Fantasy
PBK
$17.95

PARADOX RESOLUTION
BEDFORD, K.A.
In the sequel to the Aurealis Award Winning Time Machines
Repaired While-U-Wait ($22.95), the time machine biz has
changed. But one machine, an illegal, radically overclocked,
hotrod built by Spider’s boss, has been stolen and Spider is the
only Time Machine repairman who might be able to find it.
Science fiction
TP
$27.95

THE IMMORTALITY FACTOR
BOVA, Ben
Some see stem-cell research as mankind’s greatest scientific
breakthrough. Others see a blasphemous attempt to play God.
Suddenly, the possibility of immortality exists. Two brothers,
both doctors, stand on opposite sides of the controversy.
Science fiction thriller
TP
$29.95

THE LEGACY OF LORD REGRET
BOWRING, Sam
The great warrior Rostigan wanders Aorn, weary of battle and
unwanted renown. With him travels his lover, the minstrel
Tarzi, who hopes she may soon witness further deeds from him
worthy of song and tale. When they travel to the once
magnificent city of Silverstone they discover it has been
wrenched out of existence. Journeying onwards, they come to
learn the disturbing truth. The next in the series is Lord of Lies
($24.99).
Fantasy
PBK
$24.99

SCIENCE FICTION: THE 101 BEST NOVELS
1985-2010
BRODERICK, Damien & DI FILIPPO, Paul
Reference
TP

$27.95

PBK

$19.99

TARZAN OF THE APES AND OTHER TALES:
CENTENARY EDITION
BURROUGHS, Edgar Rice
An omnibus of Tarzan of the Apes, The Return of Tarzan, The
Beasts of Tarzan, The Son of Tarzan, Tarzan and the Jewels of
Opar and Jungle Tales of Tarzan, in the same Gollancz black
hardcover editions as the Lovecraft, Howard, and Vance titles.
Tarzan!
HC
$39.99

DRESDEN FILES 13: GHOST STORY
BUTCHER, Jim
Urban fantasy

ARNOTT, Jake
Larry Zagorski spins wild tales of fantasy worlds for pulp
magazines. But as the Second World War hangs in the balance,
the lines between imagination and reality are starting to blur. In
London, spymasters enlist occultists in the war of propaganda.
In Southern California, a charismatic rocket scientist summons
dark forces and an SF writer founds a new religion. In Munich,
Nazis consult astrologists as they plot peace with the West and
dominion over the East. And a conspiracy is born that will
ripple through the decades to come. This is a wonderful
conspiracy thriller with a strong SF connection. Recommended.
Fiction
TP
$29.99

BALLANTINE, Philippa
Fantasy

BROOKS, Terry
Fantasy

FORGE OF DARKNESS

PBK

$19.99

PBK

$17.95

LOST FLEET BEYOND THE FRONTIER 02:
INVINCIBLE
CAMPBELL, Jack
Science fiction

PBK

$16.99

TRAITOR SPY 03: THE TRAITOR QUEEN
CANAVAN, Trudi
Fantasy

TP

PBK

ESTEP, Jennifer
Gwen Frost is a student at Mythos Academy, a school of myths,
magic, and warrior whiz kids. But lately, things have been weird,
even for Mythos. The next in the series are Kiss of Frost and
Dark Frost.
YA paranormal
PBK
$14.99 each

IRON ELVES 03: ASHES OF A BLACK FOREST
PBK

$19.99

CRACKPOT PALACE
FORD, Jeffrey
Whether he’s tracking ghostly events on the border of New
Jersey’s mysterious Pine Barrens or following a well-equipped
automaton general into battle, giving a welcome infusion of new
blood to the hoary vampire trope, Jeffrey Ford will enthrall you
with the twenty stories collected here.
Collection
TP
$27.95

$29.99

AT THE MOUTH OF THE RIVER OF BEES

$16.99

JOHNSON, Kij
A sparkling debut collection from one of the hottest writers in
science fiction: her stories have received the Nebula Award the
last two years running. These stories feature cats, bees, wolves,
dogs, and even that most capricious of animals, humans.
Collection
TP
$29.95

HOUSE OF NIGHT 09: DESTINED
CAST. P.C.
Paranormal romance

TOUCH OF FROST

EVANS, Chris
Fantasy

REVIVALIST 02: TWO WEEKS’ NOTICE
CAINE, Rachel
Urban fantasy

ERIKSON, Steven
Erikson returns with the first novel in a trilogy that takes place
millennia before the events of the Malazan Book of the Fallen
series, and introduces readers to Kurald Galain, the warren of
Darkness.
Fantasy
TP
$32.95

SEVEN WONDERS
CHRISTOPHER, Adam
San Ventura is a city gripped in fear, a city under siege by the
hooded supervillain, The Cowl. When Tony develops superpowers
and acts to take down The Cowl, he finds that the local superhero
team aren’t as grateful as he assumed they’d be.
Fantasy
TP
$24.95

CHARLIE MADIGAN 04:
SHADOWS BEFORE THE SUN
KELLY, Gay
Urban fantasy

PBK

$17.95

DIGITAL RAPTURE

ASCENDANT STARS
COBLEY, Michael
Battle-ready factions converge above Darien, all with the same
objective. The goal is control over this newly-discovered planet
and access to the powerful weapons at its heart. The third in the
Humanity’s Fires series, after Seeds of Earth and Orphaned
Worlds ($19.99 each).
Science fiction
PBK
$22.99

KELLY, J. P. & KESSEL, J. (Editors)
Presenting the posthuman future in its wildest science-fictional
imaginings and intriguing speculations, this anthology of fiction
and nonfiction traces the path of the Singularity, with pieces from
Elizabeth Bear, Ray Kurzweil, Cory Doctorow, Robert Reed,
Justina Robson, Charles Stross, Vernor Vinge, and more.
Science fiction anthology
TP
$29.95

FINAL DAYS

EXILE
DANIELLS, Rowena
For over three hundred years the mystics have lived alongside the
true-men, until King Charald lays siege to the mystic’s island city.
Imoshen, most powerful of the female mystics, is elected to
negotiate with the true-man king. The sequel to Besieged ($18.95).
We are also having a promotion of Rowena’s King Rolen’s Kin
series – normally $17.95 each, we are offering the three books
together (King’s Bastard, Uncrowned King, Usurper) for $40!
Fantasy
PBK
$18.95

GIBSON, Gary
It’s 2235 and through the advent of wormhole technology more
than a dozen interstellar colonies have been linked to Earth. But
this new mode of transportation comes at a price. Saul Dumont is
still trying to cope with the loss of the wormhole link to the
Galileo system, which has stranded him on Earth far from his
wife and child for the past several years. Now, he stumbles across
a conspiracy to suppress the discovery of a second, alien network
of wormholes which lead billions of years in the future.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

THE PRICE OF FAME

PARANORMAL SCENE 04: DRAGON JUSTICE

DANIELLS, R.C.
When film and TV graduate, Antonia Carlyle, sets out to make a
documentary about doomed eighties and, The Tough Romantics,
she uncovers far more than she ever imagined. The band’s story is
one of tragedy and betrayal and the circumstances surrounding the
death of singer, song-writer, Genevieve James, are not as they had
seemed.
Urban fantasy
TP
$26.99

DEAS, Stephen
“Sequel to the Thief-Taker’s Apprentice ($16.99), The Warlock’s
Shadow drags the reader back in to the nocturnal and dangerous
world of Berren, orphan and reluctant hero. Perfect for readers of
Trudi Canavan and Robin Hobb.” – publisher’s blurb
YA fantasy
PBK
$16.99

BLOODSTAR
DOUGLAS, Ian
The first in a new series about the elite units of recon Marines and
S/R Corpsmen who infiltrate alien worlds to gather intelligence for
both the local environment and the psychology and biology of the
enemy.
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95

WILDCATTER
DUNCAN, Dave
In the 24th century, wildcatters head out to exoplanets in search of
new chemicals that may be synthesized as pharmaceuticals. The
industry is dominated by multinational giants, but tiny
independents compete, hoping to strike it rich.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.95

A GUILE OF DRAGONS
TP

$33.95

TP

$27.95

PBK

$19.99

PBK

$19.95

EVE: TEMPLAR ONE
GONZALES, Tony
Science fiction

THE OMEN MACHINE
GOODKIND, Terry
Fantasy

THE WARLOCK’S SHADOW

ENGE, James
Fantasy

GILMAN, Laura Anne
Romantic fantasy

IN WAR TIMES
GOONAN, Kathleen Ann
Goonan traces the career of amateur saxophonist Sam Dance, a
young soldier who receives plans for a strange electronic device
from his physics instructor, Magyar Gypsy Dr. Eliani Hadntz,
after she seduces him on the eve of the attack on Pearl Harbor.
She intends her “time machine”—melding physics and biology—
to harness the human mind and rescue Europe from Nazi evil.
Sam eventually plants the machines across the globe, hoping the
technology will somehow cause various time-shifting realities
and save humanity from its herdlike propensity for violence.
“[O]ne of the very few writers of science fiction today willing to
work with the unfettered vistas of abstract weirdness presented by
the apocalyptic potential of really new technologies.” - William
Gibson
Science fiction
TP
$29.95

GHOST FINDERS 03: GHOST OF A DREAM
GREEN, Simon R.
Urban fantasy

PBK

$17.95

THE MALL
GREY, S.L.
Dan works at a bookstore in a deadly dull shopping mall where
nothing ever happens. Rhoda has dragged her babysitting charge
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to the mall so she can meet her dealer and score some coke. Now
the kid’s run off, and Rhoda bullies Dan into helping her search, but
as they explore the neon-lit corridors behind the mall, disturbing text
messages lure them into the bowels of the building.
Horror
PBK
$19.99

EXTREME ZOMBIES
GURAN, Paula (Editor)
Zombie anthology

TP

$29.95

PRECINCT 13
HALLAWAY, Tate
Recent college grad Alex Conner is thrilled to have landed a job
as the Hughes County coroner/medical examiner in Pierre, South
Dakota. But when she reports a missing body, Alex is transferred
to the mysterious Precinct 13 where she discovers that her new
co-workers, including a cute technomage named Jack, are
paranormals just like her.
Paranormal romance
TP
$27.95

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF
STRAY VAMPIRES
HARPER, Molly
Paranormal romance

PBK

$17.95

LIBRIOMANCER
HINES, Jim C.
Gifted with the ability to draw objects out of books, Isacc Vainio,
a Libriomancer, seeks assistance from a Harley-riding dryad after
a number of vampire attacks are reported by other members of his
secret, magic organization. “[A]musing and action-packed from
page one; Isaac is sure to be an instant fan favorite, and the
secondary characters are vivid and multidimensional.” –
Publisher’s Weekly
Urban fantasy
HC
$42.95

PERMEABLE BORDERS
HOFFMAN, Nina Kiriki
Collection

TP

$32.95

LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT
OF SAUSAGES
HOLT, Tom
Polly, a completely ordinary property lawyer, is convinced she’s
losing her mind. Someone keeps drinking her coffee, and talking
to her clients. Something strange is definitely going on - and it’s
going to take more than a magical ring to sort it out.
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

ZERO AND OTHER FICTIONS
HUANG, Fan & BALCOM, John (Translator)
“Four of the best works by award-winning Taiwanese author
Huang are anthologized in this first-ever English translation...
Taking its cues from Orwell’s classic 1984, Fan’s unsettling 1981
science fiction novella “Zero,” concerns postapocalyptic survivor
Xi Jin, who questions the dictatorial authority of a host of
policing “ministries” and bureaus, and makes himself a target of
the agencies’ omnipresent overlords. These character-driven
stories illustrate the range of Huang’s creativity and narrative
dexterity.” – Publisher’s Weekly. Winner of the 2012 Science
Fiction and Fantasy Translation Award.
Collection
HC
$39.95

BLACK BOTTLE
HUSO, Anthony
King Caliph Howl and his consort, Sena, must struggle to save
the world from dark magic that threatens to destroy it.
Fantasy
HC
$44.95

THE UNINVITED
JENSEN, Liz
A seven-year-old girl puts a nail-gun to her grandmother’s neck
and fires. An isolated incident, say the experts. The experts are
wrong. Across the world, children are killing their families.
Dystopia
TP
$29.99

SANDMAN SLIM 04: THE DEVIL SAID BANG
KADREY, Richard
Urban fantasy

HC

KENT, Jasper
Fantasy

PBK

ENDURANCE
LAKE, Jay
A courtesan-assassin who rebelled and changed the world returns
to the city and the Gods - who shaped her - in this sequel (which
can stand alone) to the compelling Green (TP, $27.95). “Lake’s
world building is stellar.” - Booklist
Fantasy
TP
$29.95

SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT 07:
KINGDOM OF THE WICKED
LANDY, Derek
YA fantasy

TP

$19.99

BRIDGE OF SWORDS

TP

PBK

PBK

$17.95

STYGIAN’S HONOR

GREYWALKER 07: SEAWITCH

STROSS, Charles
When Ray Schiller, an American televangelist with uncanny
abilities, becomes uncomfortably close to the Prime Minister, the
Laundry’s External Assets dispatches the brilliant and entirely
unpredictable Persephone Hazard to investigate... If you haven’t
already discovered the Laundry series, aptly described by Kirkus
Reviews as a “weirdly alluring blend of super-spy thriller, deadpan
comic fantasy and Lovecraftian horror”, then start with the first, The
Atrocity Archives ($19.99), and see why this is one of our all time
favourite series.
Laundry
PBK
$19.99

LEIGH, Lora
Paranormal romance

PBK

$17.95

$44.95

THE FAT YEARS
KOON-CHUNG, Chan
Beijing, sometime in the future. Economic armageddon has ravaged
the West, but China has emerged richer and stronger. The Chinese
own Starbucks, which now serves Dragon Lattes. But mysteriously,
a month has gone missing from historical records, and no-one can
remember a thing about it. Chen and a quirky circle of dissidents set
out on a quest to uncover what happened.
Fiction
PBK
$19.95

RICHARDSON, Kat
Urban fantasy

HC

$39.95

CHIMERA

QUEEN OF WANDS

MCCARTHY, T.C.
“The concluding volume of McCarthy’s Subterrene War near-future
military-powered trilogy (after Germline and Exogene, $22.99 each)
is an impressively deep and profoundly moving character study. Stan
Resnick is a Special Forces operative who specializes in tracking
down and eliminating escaped genetically engineered soldiers. But as
he excels in his military career, his personal life is unravelling…
Rather than face his demons, Resnick turns to the bottle and
immerses himself in a top-secret mission… The highly detailed,
brutal depiction of futuristic warfare brilliantly complements the
intimate narrative, which examines the insanity of war and those
personally affected by it.” – Publisher’s Weekly
Science fiction
PBK
$22.99

RINGO, John
Soccer mom and demon fighter Barabara Everette is back in this
monster noir thriller, the sequel to Princess of Wands ($17.95).
Paranormal thriller
HC
$42.95

BE MY ENEMY
MCDONALD, Ian
Everett Singh has escaped with the Infundibulum from the
clutches of Charlotte Villiers and the Order, but at a terrible
price. His father is missing, banished to one of the billions of
parallel universes of the Panoply of All World, and Everett and
the crew of the airship Everness have taken a wild, random
Heisenberg Jump to a random parallel plane. Said Gary K. Wolfe
in Locus on the first in the series, Planesrunner: “One of the
high points of the SF novel year, YA or not.”
YA science fiction
HC
$32.95

SHADOWLANDS
MALAN, Violette
In the sequel to Mirror Prince ($16.95), the war in the Land of
the Faerie has finally ended. Prince Cassandra dispatches
Stormwolf, formerly a Hound but cured by his prince’s magic and
restored to the Rider he once was, to the Shadowlands to call
home the People who remain refugees there.
Fantasy
TP
$27.95

THE WITCH IS BACK
MALLORY, H.P.
Paranormal romance

PBK

$17.95

BLOOD AND FEATHERS
MORGAN, Lou
Alice isn’t having the best of days. She was late for work, she
missed her bus, and now she’s getting rained on. What she
doesn’t know is that her day’s about to get worse: the epic, grandscale kind of worse that comes from the arrival of two angels who
claim everything about her life is a lie.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$19.95

TP

$27.95

$42.95

NORTON, Andrew
An omnibus of two novels, Ice Crown (1970) and Brother to
Shadows (1993), set in the Forerunner universe.
Science fiction
TP
$23.95

KARAVANS 03: THE WILD ROAD
ROBERSON, Jennifer
Fantasy

ROBERTS, Adam
In a world where we have been genetically engineered so that we
can photosynthesise sunlight with our hair hunger is a thing of the
past, food an indulgence. The poor grow their hair, the rich affect
baldness and flaunt their wealth by still eating. But other hungers
remain…
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

THOMPSON, Sam
Two travellers arrive in an unknown city: Ulya and Nicolas are
asylum seekers, hoping for safety and a better life, but instead they
find a haunted metropolis whose people live in fear of the monsters
in the shadows. “Dreamlike, gnarly and present.” – China Mieville
Slipstream
HC
$29.99

ALL SEEING EYE

ZERO DAY

THURMAN, Rob
Leaving his troubled past behind him, Jackson Lee, a psychic-forhire known as the All Seeing Eye, has finally found a semblance
of peace until the government blackmails him into helping the
military contain the aftermath of an experiment gone wrong.
Paranormal thriller
PBK
$17.95

RUSSINOVICH, Mark
An insidious cyber-terrorist attack threatens to destroy the
Western world in this debut by a leading expert on cybersecurity.
Science fiction thriller
TP
$27.95

THE IRON WYRM AFFAIR
SAINTCROW, Lilith
“Multigenre talent Saintcrow launches a delicious steampunk
alternate London that pays more than a little stylistic homage to
Sherlock Holmes, adding additional excitement in the form of
magical duels, battles with giant mecha, and confrontations with
ancient wyrms and gryphons.” – Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

NEVERWINTER 03: CHARON’S CLAW
SALVATORE, R.A.
Fantasy

SANDS, Lynsay
Paranormal romance

$17.99

PAYTON, Aaron T.
19th-century London. The aurora anglais illuminates the night
sky, alchemical fires eternally rage through Whitechapel, and
men, fearing the sexually transmitted Constantine Affliction,
increasingly patronize brothels staffed by clockwork prostitutes.
When a serial killer targets the remaining human sex workers,
their boss, Abel Value, blackmails aristocrat and amateur sleuth
Pembroke Halliday into finding the culprit.
Fantasy
HC
$44.95

PBK

$17.95

TIDHAR, Lavie (Editor)
Features work from noted international authors such as Will
Elliot, Hannu Rajaniemi, Shweta Narayan, Lauren Beukes,
Ekaterina Sedia, Nnedi Okorafor, and Andrzej Sapkowski.
Collection
TP
$37.95

SWALLOWING A DONKEY’S EYE
TREMBLAY, Paul
Farm is the mega-conglomerate food supplier for City, populated
with rabidly bureaucratic superiors and farm animals illegally
engineered for silence. City is sprawling, technocratic, and rests
hundreds of feet above the coastline on the creaking shoulders of
a giant wooden pier. When the narrator’s single mother, whom he
left behind in City, falls out of contact, he fears the worst.
Science fiction
TP
$32.95

SLONCZEWSKI, Joan
Born into a politically connected family, Jennifer Ramos
Kennedy chooses to attend off-world Frontera College and faces
an immediate challenge when disease-carrying insects and
invasive biochemical agents threaten to destroy the college’s
delicate ecology. Slonczewski, author of the wonderful A Door
into Ocean (TP, $36.95) “brings out the complexities and anguish
of the teen years while portraying a bold community of the future
with all its strengths and weaknesses.” – Publisher’s Weekly
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95

BLOOD AND FEATHERS

WAR IN HEAVEN

MOCKINGBIRD

SMITH, Gavin G.
The sequel to Veteran ($22.99), a barnstorming, violent sf thriller
for fans of David Gunn, Neal Asher, and Richard Morgan.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

WENDIG, Chuck
Urban fantasy

REMY CHANDLER 05:
IN THE HOUSE OF THE WICKED

SPENCER, Wen
Fantasy
TP

$35.00

THE APEX BOOK OF WORLD SF 2

THE HIGHEST FRONTIER

TINKER 03: ELFHOME

OWENS, Robin D.
Paranormal romance

HC

THE LADY IS A VAMP

O’HARA, Tracey
Urban fantasy

$17.95

$42.95

TALLIS, F.R.
When ambitious Doctor Paul Clement takes a job at the mission
hospital on Saint Sebastien, he has dreams of discovering cures
for tropical diseases. What he finds is a place where the black arts
are just a way of life…
Horror
HC
$29.99

COMMUNION TOWN

SNIEGOSKI, Thomas E.
Urban fantasy
PBK

HC

THE FORBIDDEN

BY LIGHT ALONE

SIN’S DARK CARESS

THE CONSTANTINE AFFLICTION
HC

STRAHAN, Jonathan (Editor)
A young adult fantasy anthology of 18 original stories from Garth
Nix, Charles de Lint, Tanith Lee, Ellen Kushner, Delia Sherman,
Jane Yolen, Peter S. Beagle, Margo Lanagan and more.
YA anthology
HC
$32.95

LAUNDRY 04: THE APOCALYPSE CODEX

HEART SECRET
PBK

UNDER MY HAT:
TALES FROM THE CAULDRON

RAWN, Melanie
The only survivor of royal treachery that eliminates his entire
family, Azzad al-Ma’aliq flees to the desert and dedicates himself
to vengeance. With the help of the Shagara, a nomadic tribe of
powerful magicians, he begins to take his revenge.
Fantasy
PBK
$17.95

ICE AND SHADOW

$17.95

PROJECT ITOH
The war on terror exploded, literally, the day Sarajevo was
destroyed by a homemade nuclear device. The leading
democracies transformed into total surveillance states, and the
developing world has drowned under a wave of genocides. The
mysterious American John Paul seems to be behind the collapse
of the world system, and it’s up to intelligence agent Clavis
Shepherd to track him down.
Post apocalyptic
TP
$27.95

THE DIVINER

$29.99

$17.95

THE GENOCIDAL ORGAN

LAY, Duncan
Cast out of his home, Sendatsu finds himself in a strange new
land, desperate to find a way to return to his children. Forced to
rely on his talents as a fighter to survive, his skills are welcomed
by two fugitives - Huw and Rhiannon - who are desperate to alert
the peaceful people of the Vales of an impending invasion.
Fantasy
TP
$29.99

NIVEN, Larry & LERNER, Edward
Science fiction
HC

THE UNINCORPORATED FUTURE
KOLLIN, Dani & Eytan
Science fiction

$17.95

FATE OF WORLDS

MASTER OF DARKNESS
KNIGHT, Angela
Paranormal romance

STEPHENSON, Neal
A collection of predominantly non fiction material, including
essays on the Internet, our dwindling attention span, the cultural
importance of books and bookishness, Waco, religion and the
cluelessness of secular society, the battle between Isaac Newton
and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, the laying of the longest wire on
Earth, and more.
Collection
TP/HC
$32.95/$42.95

PBK

$19.95

BLACK LONDON 05: SOUL TRADE
KITTREDGE, Caitlin
Urban fantasy

SOME REMARKS

PETTERSSON, Vicki
He’s a fallen angel. She’s a rockabilly reporter. Together they
must solve a string of murders that threaten both the mortal and
the immortal worlds.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$19.99

NEILL, Chloe
Paranormal romance

NOLA O’GRADY 04: LOVE ON THE RUN
KERR, Katherine
Urban fantasy

CELESTIAL BLUES 01: THE TAKEN

KRATMAN, Tom
Military fiction

CHICAGOLAND VAMPIRES 06: BITING COLD

DARK HUNTER 22: TIME UNTIME
KENYON, Sherrilyn
Paranormal romance

COUNTDOWN: H HOUR

$39.95

THE THIRD SECTION

(Continued)

TP

$19.99

HC

$39.95

TUCK, James R.
Urban fantasy

PBK

$17.95

SHADOW SHOW: ALL-NEW STORIES IN
CELEBRATION OF RAY BRADBURY
WELLER, Sam (Editor)
Includes stories from Margaret Atwood, Harlan Ellison, Neil
Gaiman, Kelly Link, Charles Yu and more.
Collection
PBK
$22.99

PBK

$17.95

LEVIATHAN 03: GOLIATH
WESTERFELD, Scott
Westerfeld brings to a conclusion his alternative history of World
War I, pitting the German-led, mechanically dependent Clankers
against Britain and her allies, the Darwinists, who employ a
technology based on genetically engineered biota. This much loved
series begins with Leviathan and Goliath ($16.95 each). Also
released, in Westerfeld’s words, is “the full-color, slightly larger
format, all-singing and all-dancing art book to the Leviathan series The Manual of Aeronautics, in a lovely hardback ($35.00).
YA steampunk
PBK
$19.95

THE GRASS KING’S CONCUBINE
SPERRING, Kari
In the World Below, the court of the elemental spirit known as
the Grass King slowly dries up. In the World Above, heiress
Aude Pelerin des Puiz searches for the origins of her family’s
wealth and discovers a desiccated “vast floor of thin gray grass”
where rice paddies once thrived. The droughts are connected and
only Aude can set them right.
Fantasy
PBK
$17.95

ANNA STRONG 08: HAUNTED
STEIN, Jeannie
Urban fantasy

PBK

$17.95

FREEHOLD 07: WHEN DIPLOMACY FAILS
WILLIAMSON, Michael Z.
Science fiction

HC

$39.95

ALIF THE UNSEEN
WILSON, G. Willow
In an unnamed Middle Eastern security state, a young ArabIndian hacker shields dissidents, outlaws, Islamists, and other
watched groups from surveillance and tries to stay out of
trouble... unsuccessfully. With shades of Neal Stephenson and
Neil Gaiman, this mashup of cyberpunk, the Arabian Nights and
the Arab Spring is as timely as it is entertaining. Recommended.
Fantasy
TP
$29.99

